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Warmth 
brings 
joy.

Happiness comes from the inviting warmth of your home and having your favourite 
clothes on, clean and dry. Because it’s not always possible to stay dry and warm, we’re 
here to help when life happens. When your child’s overalls are soaking wet from 
playing in puddles or your damp fitness clothes need a quick fix. When small laundry 
needs a place to dry on or your shoes have been drenched by the rain. When your 
absolute favourite piece of clothing is fresh off the machine and you want to wear 
it again as soon as possible. Life ebbs and flows, splashes and spills. That’s why REJ 
Design is around.

Our passion is to create sustainable, aesthetic and long-lasting design for a functional 
home. A home that feels comfortable to live in. We bring effortless luxury to your 
everyday life, such as the chance to wrap yourself in a nice, heated towel after a warm 
shower or a bath. 

You are the heart of your home. Our mission is to support, ease and lift your everyday 
life with care and warmth. Because alongside warmth comes joy.

Warmth is movement and energy. It’s quality and comfort. 
It’s that sense of hope and joy you get when the first rays 
of sunlight touch your skin after a long, dark winter. We all 
need warmth to live.
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REJ Design is a Finnish company that has manufactured heated towel rails since 1955. Our rails offer comfort 
for everyday life while also serving as functional and aesthetic design elements in your home. They add 
value to your home by making it easier and more efficient to take care of your clothes and textiles, and by 
preventing excessive indoor humidity. 

We want to bring more comfort and beauty to each and every home with our products. We want to save 
you space, time and effort. We are the innovative expert of our business and a clear market leader in Finland. 

65 years of history and know-how

From high quality 
copper with 
Finnish expertise 
We manufacture all our towel rails by hand at 
our factory in Järvenpää, Finland. Our material 
is fully recyclable, high quality copper, which 
has excellent thermal conductivity properties. 
Copper is also a long-lasting, rust resistant and 
ecological choice. 

In your home, a REJ Design product represents 
uncompromising quality, durability and Finnish 
handcraft. Thank you for choosing us!

O
VER 65 YEARS EXPERIE

N
C

E65FIN
NISH QUALITY

Finnish quality 
handmade with 
care and skill
REJ Design manufactures sustainable and high-quality heated towel 
rails with 65 years of expertise. Functional and aesthetic Finnish design 
ensures that our handmade towel rails add value to your everyday life 
in a timelessly elegant and practical way.
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98 9

A warm towel rail is a handy way to make things easier. It saves time and gives you 
more space to focus on what is essential. Damp little gloves, fresh-off-the-puddle-
wet boots and the training clothes of a promising young athlete. Towels, dishcloths 
and cloth diapers. Without a REJ Design towel rail these small bits of laundry would 
be all over the place – on the radiator, on door handles or over the bathroom floor 

heating. You know it could be easier.

You can wipe away the tears, blow the nose and kiss a sore better. You can be the 
guiding light through stormy emotions, witnessing young young life blossom.  

Life will drench you. Let us dry everything else, with care and warmth.

When there’s small children around, the days are a 
whirlwind of running around and experiencing big 

emotions. The washing machine keeps spinning and 
small bits of laundry constantly need to be dried. It’s a 

demanding and a rewarding time all at once.

Time for 
family

Warmth 
brings 
joy.
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Tango p.24

Time 
and 
space

REJ Design’s electrical, practical and stylish towel rails save 
up space and help you navigate through even the busiest 
of days  You can trust the long lifespan and safety of our 
products even with small pairs of hands around  We are 
always a sustainable choice to rely on  

Our collection has a variety of towel rails for different 
spaces and needs  Does your bathroom have a perfect 
spot for a practical Tango model, or perhaps your hallway 
could benefit from the elegantly rounded Bamboo style? 
Accessories such as shoe and mitten hangers add even 
more versatility to your chosen model 

Accessories p.32Accessories p.32

Largo p.28

We recommend

In a large family there’s loads of 
things to dry day in, day out and 
all around the year. With a REJ 
Design towel rail I get everyday 
indulgence and bucketloads of 
practicality in one, package. The 
children’s outdoor clothes dry 
quickly for the next day and a 
warm towel is always waiting 
after a shower. If we ever switch 
houses, I want the next one to 
have a REJ Design towel rail as 
well, both in the bathroom and 
at the entry.

Sanna Piitulainen
A mother and a blogger,
talostakoti.blogspot.com

Words from a blogger
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When you have experienced the warm and gentle hug of a soft bathrobe and a 
luxuriously thick towel in the comfort of your own bathroom, you will wonder 

how you ever got on without. The warm, handcrafted towel rail of REJ Design is 
functional high-end design at its best.

It brings a touch of luxury and the ambience of a spa to your bathroom but is at its 
best when aiding everyday life. A heated towel rail makes taking care of clothes a 

breeze and improves the air indoors. It dries the laundry and helps with taking care 
of the household, with style and elegance. 

Your home is a reflection of the life you have built. You are the heart of that home. 
We exist, so your beautiful home would be even more efficient and serve you the 

best in living the life you deserve – warm, functional and enjoyable. 

In a functional, beautiful home, life can be celebrated on 
a daily basis. When you have enough space, practicality 

meets style and comfort without compromises.

Warmth 
brings 
ambience.

Time for 
living
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Time and 
quality

A heated towel rail from REJ Design is handmade out of 
high-quality copper  It’s perfect for you who appreciate 
functional and thoughtful design with a long life  REJ 
Design offers exceptional value for money  Our rails 
are an ecological and elegant choice that support your 
interior design style both in a practical and visually 
pleasing way 

From our collection you can find a rail to fit any space  
A wide RAL colour chart ensures you can pick a colour 
that fits your home  Do you have space for the wide-
fitting Largo model, or perhaps a tall Vivo with hanger 
knobs? Accessories such as hooks add even more 
opportunities to your chosen model 

Tango p.24 Vivo p.30Largo p. 28

Bamboo p.26

We recommend

Words from a designer

In my opinion, a towel rail is one 
of the essentials of a modern 
bathroom. A thoughtfully de-
signed towel rail is a functional 
and stylish piece of interior 
design. A heated towel rail helps 
keep the same towels in use for 
a longer time. It removes excess 
moisture from indoor air and 
increases living comfort. Home 
is the most important place, 
and I believe that it is always 
worthwhile to invest in wellbeing 
and Finnish handcrafted design. 

Kari Lappalainen
Interior design architect 
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When life is busy, everything around the house must work. Your day doesn’t 
come with any extra hours for taking care of the laundry, so things need to be 

quick, smart and efficient. A REJ Design towel rail is the solution for many of your 
everyday problems. You can toss your training gear on it on the go. It will dry both 
your towel and your favourite jeans in a heartbeat. It will be your helping hand on 

the bathroom or hallway wall and offer support when the clock is tight between 
work, a run, a swim or a yoga session. 

You live an active life filled with fitness, joy and energy. To make every day as 
efficient as possible, we are here to help. We dry the things you get wet while 

having fun and breathing life, and we do it with care, ease and warmth. We want 
you to enjoy yourself.

Life is warmth and constant movement, especially 
in your home. There might be one, two or more of 

you around. One thing is for sure – the energy is 
contagious, and the action is constant.

Time 
for hobbies

Warmth 
brings 
energy.
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We recommend

Time 
and 
energy
Our practical and safe towel rails save space and 
make it easier to run everyday life  REJ Design is 
a Finnish, reliable and sustainable choice, with 
which you never have to compromise on style  Our 
collection has a heated towel rail to fit any space  A 
wide RAL colour chart ensures you can pick a colour 
that fits your home 

How about a ladder-style Tango or a wide-fit Largo? 
Accessories such as hooks, shelves and shoe hangers 
make the model of your choice even more versatile 

Largo p.28

Tango p.24 Vivo p.30

Words from a designer

Accessories p.32

I have a long experience with REJ 
Design’s towel rails both in my own 
home and in the spaces I have 
designed. The best thing about 
REJ drying rails is their versatility in 
different spaces and life situations. 
A great selection of colours and 
models make them suitable for any 
space imaginable. A towel rail is a 
huge help for those who lead a busy 
life, to those who slow down to en-
joy it and for everyone in between. 
It’s easy for me to recommend REJ 
Design because I know it’s a sustai-
nable choice. This is quality that you 
can trust and rely on. 

Marianne Sundell
Building and  
interior design architect
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The worth of a small home can often be found in meticulously planned details. 
REJ Design offers style and efficiency for those enjoying life in the city. When a 

bathroom, laundry room and the cleaning closet are fitted into one small space, 
practicality and saving floor space are key elements. If you have ever tried to fit a 

standing-up laundry rack in a studio apartment, you know how difficult it can get. 
A REJ Design towel rail can fit even the smallest of walls, making life easier and 

saving time and space.

A towel rail is a handy way to hang small laundry, fitness gear and wet clothes to 
dry on. It helps keep your small space dry and warm. Free yourself of socks on 

radiators and towels thrown on a door! We keep you dry and warm in the hustle 
and bustle of life in the city.

A compact home in the heart of the city. A busy life 
that includes work, friends, hobbies and studies. 

Living in the moment, but with a plan.

Warmth 
brings 
wellbeing.

Time 
for you
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We recommend

Words from a designerTime and 
space

Our elegant and practical towel rails save space and help 
you manage life in a small home  You can count on REJ 
Design to offer sustainable, long-lasting and ecological 
design that brings added value to living  Our towel rails 
are an excellent choice when you value functional and 
meaningful design  

The REJ Design collection has heated towel rails to fit 
even the smallest of spaces  In addition to being a great 
help in the bathroom, the rails can also be fitted into 
other spaces, such as the kitchen  A wide RAL colour 
chart ensures you can pick a colour that fits your home  
Accessories make your REJ towel rail even more versatile  

Tango p.24 Tango p.24

Vivo p.30

Accessories p.32

A REJ Design heated towel rail 
is very handy and a lovely bit of 
luxury in a small home. When 
space is limited, a towel rail 
makes all the difference with 
taking care of laundry, wet 
coats, accessories and damp 
fitness clothes. One of the best 
qualities of REJ rails is how 
ecological and long-lasting they 
are. This is an investment that 
pays itself back in a heartbeat.

Julia Niemi
Designer
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TANGO EH 35744

TANGO EH 35130 TANGO EH 50130

Suitability Power network
Electric resistance 40W/230V
Total width 395 mm
Total height 740 mm

On/off switch At the top or bottom of the vertical bar 
depending on the handedness

TANGO EH 35744 r/t, l/b *
HVAC number chrome 5280080/white 5280081
Electric number chrome 8134026/white 8134028
Handedness Right top/Left bottom

TANGO EH 35744 l/t, r/b *
HVAC number chrome 5280082 / white 5280083
Electric number chrome 8134030 / white 8134032
Handedness Left top/Right bottom

Suitability Power network
Electric resistance 75W/230V
Total width 395 mm
Total height 1300 mm

On/off switch At the top or bottom of the vertical bar 
depending on the handedness

TANGO EH 35130 r/t, l/b *
HVAC number chrome 5280070/white 5280071
Electric number chrome 8134018 /white 8134020
Handedness Right top/Left bottom

TANGO EH 35130 l/t, r/b *
HVAC number chrome 5280072 / white 5280073
Electric number chrome 8134022 / white 8134024
Handedness Left top/Right bottom

Suitability Power network
Electric resistance 75W/230V
Total width 545 mm
Total height 1300 mm

On/off switch At the top or bottom of the vertical bar 
depending on the handedness

TANGO EH 50130 r/t, l/b *
HVAC number chrome 5280300 / white 5280301
Electric number chrome 8134070 / white 8134072
Handedness Right top/Left bottom

TANGO EH 50130 l/t, r/b *
HVAC number chrome 5280302 / white 5280303
Electric number chrome 8134074 / white 8134076
Handedness Left top/Right bottom

* Power cord 1,3 m standard, fixed installing possible.

* Power cord 1,3 m standard, fixed installing possible. * Power cord 1,3 m standard, fixed installing possible.

TA
N

G
O

TANGO EH 50744

Suitability Power network
Electric resistance 60W/230V
Total width 545 mm
Total height 740 mm

On/off switch At the top or bottom of the vertical bar 
depending on the handedness

TANGO EH 50744 r/t, l/b *
HVAC number chrome 5280090 / white 5280091
Electric number chrome 8134054 / white 8134056
Handedness Right top/Left bottom

TANGO EH 50744 l/t, r/b *
HVAC number chrome 5280088 / white 5280089
Electric number chrome 8134050 / white 8134052
Handedness Left top/Right bottom

* Power cord 1,3 m standard, fixed installing possible.
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TANGO
Our most popular product, Tango, offers timelessly elegant design and thoughtful functionality  
The straight, ladder-style design and a great selection of sizes make Tango a sure choice for 
different size spaces such as the bathroom, utility room or the back entry  Handy accessories 
make Tango even more versatile 
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E BAMBOO DUO 2

Suitability Power network
Electric resistance 35W/230V
Total width 630 mm
Total height 355 mm

On/off switch At the top or bottom of the vertical bar 
depending on the handedness

E Bamboo Duo 2 r/t, l/b *
HVAC number chrome 5280092 / white 5280093
Electric number chrome 8134058 / white 8134060
Handedness Right top/Left bottom

E Bamboo Duo 2 l/t, r/b *
HVAC number chrome 5280094 / white 5280095
Electric number chrome 8134062 / white 8134064
Handedness Left top/Right bottom

* Power cord 1,3 m standard, fixed installing possible.

BA
M

BO
O

DESIGN: YRJÖ TURKKA

E BAMBOO QUARTET

Suitability Power network
Electric resistance 60W/230V
Total width 630 mm
Total height 660 mm

On/off switch At the top or bottom of the vertical bar 
depending on the handedness

E Bamboo Quartet r/t *
HVAC number chrome 5280065 / white 5280066
Electric number chrome 8134010 / white 8134012
Handedness Right top

E Bamboo Quartet l/t *
HVAC number chrome 5280067 / white 5280068
Electric number chrome 8134014 / white 8134016
Handedness Left top

* Power cord 1,3 m standard, fixed installing possible.

Warmth 
brings 
comfort. 500
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BAMBOO
The rounded shape of Bamboo is a piece of art in any space and a real treat to those who en-
joy beautiful and functional design  Bamboo is designed by interior architect Yrjö Turkka, and 
it is a rail that demands expertise from its maker  Bamboo is your number one choice when 
you want to stand out and be unique while also maintaining practicality 
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LARGO EH 60404

LARGO EH 80404

LARGO EH 100606
Suitability Power network
Electric resistance 50 W/230V
Total width 645 mm
Total height 400 mm

On/off switch At the top or bottom of the vertical bar 
depending on the handedness

LARGO EH 60404 r/t, l/b *
HVAC number chrome 5280332 / white 5280333
Electric number chrome 8134039 / white 8134041
Handedness Right top/Left bottom

LARGO  EH 60404 l/t, r/b *
HVAC number chrome 5280334  / white 5280335
Electric number chrome 8134043 / white 8134045
Handedness Left top/Right bottom

Suitability Power network
Electric resistance 60W/230V
Total width 845 mm
Total height 400 mm

On/off switch At the top or bottom of the vertical bar 
depending on the handedness

Largo EH 80404 r/t, l/b *
HVAC number chrome 5280308 / white 5280309
Electric number chrome 8134081 / white 8134082
Handedness Right top/Left bottom

LARGO EH 80404 l/t, r/b *
HVAC number chrome 5280310 / white 5280311
Electric number chrome 8134083 / white 8134084
Handedness Left top/Right bottom

Suitability Power network
Electric resistance 75W/230V
Total width 1045 mm
Total height 600 mm

On/off switch At the top or bottom of the vertical bar 
depending on the handedness

LARGO EH 100606 r/t, l/b *
HVAC number chrome 5280312 / white 5280313
Electric number chrome 8134000 / white 8134001
Handedness Right top/Left bottom

LARGO EH 100606 l/t, r/b *
HVAC number chrome 5280314 / white 5280315
Electric number chrome 8134003 / white 8134005
Handedness Left top/Right bottom

* Power cord 1,3 m standard, fixed installing possible.

* Power cord 1,3 m standard, fixed installing possible.

* Power cord 1,3 m standard, fixed installing possible.

LARGO EH 120404

Suitability Power network
Electric resistance 75W/230V
Total width 1245 mm
Total height 400 mm

On/off switch At the top or bottom of the vertical bar 
depending on the handedness

LARGO EH 120404 r/t, l/b *
HVAC number chrome 5280304 / white 5280305
Electric number chrome 8134077 / white 8134078
Handedness Right top/Left bottom

LARGO EH 120404 l/t, r/b *
HVAC number chrome 5280306 / white 5280307
Electric number chrome 8134079 / white 8134080
Handedness Left top/Right bottom

* Power cord 1,3 m standard, fixed installing possible.
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LARGO
The horizontal and elegant Largo is a great choice for emphasizing rectangular shapes of 
interiors  Largo exudes the ambience of a luxury spa and is an excellent choice for larger 
bathrooms  The beautiful finishing of Largo means that it is a piece of decoration on its own, 
while also providing lots of area to dry textiles on 
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VIVO EH 20122

VIVO EH 40124

Suitability Power network
Electric resistance 40W/230V
Total width 200 mm
Total height 1180 mm

On/off switch At the top or bottom of the vertical bar 
depending on the handedness

VIVO EH 20122 r/t *
HVAC number chrome 5280320 / white 5280321
Electric number chrome 8134015 / white 8134017
Handedness Right top

VIVO EH 20122 l/t *
HVAC number chrome 5280322 / white 5280323
Electric number chrome 8134019 / white 8134021
Handedness Left top

Suitability Power network
Electric resistance 75W/230V
Total width 400 mm
Total height 1180 mm

On/off switch At the top or bottom of the vertical bar 
depending on the handedness

VIVO EH 40124 r/t *
HVAC number chrome 5280328 / white 5280329
Electric number chrome 8134031 / white 8134033
Handedness Right top

VIVO EH 40124 l/t *
HVAC number chrome 5280330 / white 5280331
Electric number chrome 8134035 / white 8134037
Handedness Left top

* Power cord 1,3 m standard, fixed installing possible.

* Power cord 1,3 m standard, fixed installing possible.

Warmth 
brings 
relaxation.
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VIVO
Vivo has hanger knobs and is especially well suited for narrow spaces such as the bathroom or the 
hallway  When placed in the bathroom, Vivo represents spa-like elegance and effortless style  Vivo 
is efficient and it dries and warms up your towel and bathrobe to full length  You can also handily 
place a rain-soaked coat on it to dry in merely a moment  Vivo is the choice for you if you appreciate 
elegance and functionality in one handy package 
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Enjoy your towel rail to the fullest with our choice of 
accessories. Different hangers, hooks and shelves help bring 
out the best of your REJ Design heated towel rail.

Accessories

PIVO SHELF
Width Depth HVAC number
50 cm 22,5 cm chrome 5488260
40 cm 22,5 cm chrome 5488267
35 cm 22,5 cm chrome 5488259

More drying and storage space for the Tango model 35, 40 
and 50 rails  Pivo shelf helps with drying sensitive textiles 
and has gaps for using hangers 
 

SHOE / GLOVE 
HANGER PAIR
HVAC number 5488815
2 pc/packs
Chrome-plated

Goes together with all REJ Design 
towel rails 
Helpful with drying small things such 
as shoes, socks, gloves and hats 

LISÄVA
RU

STEET

Standard colours for accessories are chrome, white and black 
Other colours can be separately ordered when ordering a towel rail in one of the RAL chart colours 
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A. B.

Installation 
optionsColours
Installation options of the towel rails

Towel rails are available in the various 
colours of the RAL colour chart, from 
separate order 

Electric REJ Design towel rails are always 
delivered with a plug connection, ready 
to be plugged in as they are  The length of 
the standard power cord is 130 cm 

An authorised electrical contractor can 
perform a fixed installation where the 
cord will not be visible  We recommend 
that the power cord of the device is used 
in a fixed installation 

The on/off switch is hardly noticeable and has 
a small light on it  It is located at the end of the 
bar, at the same corner as the plug connection  
You can choose the handedness of your towel 
rail when ordering  See more from product 
information page 

IN
STA

LLATIO
N

 O
PTIO

N
S

•   All the various colours of the RAL colour chart are available as well 
as 24K plated gold 

•   The standard colours for the rails are chrome and semi-glossy 
white RAL 9010 

•   The standard colours for the accessories are chrome, white RAL 
9010 and black RAL 9005  If an another colour is picked from the 
RAL colour chart, accessories can be ordered with the same colour  

Electric towel rail with a plug 
connection and top left switch. 
Model Tango EH 35744 l/t, r/b

Electric towel rail as a fixed installation 
with top left switch. 
Model Tango EH 35744 l/t, r/b

On/off switch is located at the end of 
the bar, in the same corner as the plug 
connection.

B On/offA

More information:
tel  +358 (0)9 8689 390 or email: mail@rejdesign fi
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Frequently 
asked questions
Have any questions?
Please contact our customer service at
tel  +358 (0)9 8689 390 tai mail@rejdesign fi 

Are REJ Design heated towel rails safe to use?1

Product safety and functionality are key factors for Rej-Design Oy  
The CE certificate is regulated by the EU and helps the manufacturer 
prove that the product fulfills all safety standards set by the EU  The FI 
certificate shows that the REJ products are safe and suitable in Finnish 
circumstances  The FI certificate is only admitted to products that 
have gone through extensive tests and inspections  All REJ Design 
rails have both CE and FI certificates  Impartial inspection body SGS-
FIMKO regularly inspects type approvals and the testing equipment 
used and ensures that the products are assembled and tested in 
accordance with guidelines and standards  REJ Design’s products 
only utilize standardized components  The electrical safety of our 
products is tested comprehensively, and a separate testing document 
is prepared for each towel rail  Each individual rail has a serial number 
and is traceable  The protection class of all REJ Design electric drying 
rails is IP44, II, SPLASH (resistant to splashing water)  Electric REJ 
Design towel warmers are heated using dry resistor technology (a 
double-insulated silicon resistor built inside the bars)  The electric 
products contain no liquid 

Are REJ Design products made in Finland?2

All REJ Design towel warmers and accessories are made in Finland using 
more than 60 years of experience  They are Finnish products awarded 
the Finnish Key Flag Symbol and the Design from Finland label 

Can I install an electric towel rail as a fixture so that the power cord is hidden? 
Are there different cord lengths available?3

All electric REJ Design towel rails are delivered with a plug connection but can also be installed as a fixture  The length of the power cord 
is 130 cm  Upon request, we can also equip electric products with a 400 cm cord  A rail with a plug connection can be easily installed and 
plugged in when the rail is placed in an electricity-safe area  Otherwise you need to use a professional 

Note also that only a professional can convert an electric drying rail into a fixture and perform the fixed installation, and the appropriate 
manner and placement of installing should be discussed with a professional in advance  In a fixed installation, we recommend that the 
position of the power cord and the diameter of the lead-through are considered at the design/planning and construction stage of the 
building/room 

What is the surface temperature of a 
heated drying rail?4

The surface temperature of electric drying rails is 
approximately 45-50 °C  The surface temperature may 
be a little higher or lower depending on the location of 
the towel rail, the room, ventilation and other prevailing 
conditions but never higher than 65 °C  Due to 
technical reasons the other vertical bar is little lower in 
temperature than the other  This is normal and doesn’t 
affect the way the rail works 

Can the electric towel rail be on all the time? 
Does it consume a lot of energy?5

The energy consumption of electric REJ Design drying 
rails is very low, only 35–75 W depending on the 
model  Therefore, it is recommended that the towel 
rail is kept on all the time, especially in wet rooms  Our 
drying rails are made from copper, which has excellent 
heat conductivity  As a result, the product dries 
effectively, and the electrical resistance and energy 
consumption are low  The towel rail removes excess 
moisture from the air and, in this way, helps to keep 
structures dry, preventing water and mould damage  
Electric towel rails are equipped with an on/off switch 
with a signal light  The towel rail can also be switched 
off if necessary 

In what rooms can REJ Design heated towel 
rails be installed?6

REJ Design towel rails can be installed indoors  The most 
suitable places include bathrooms, shower rooms and toilets  
Laundry and utility rooms, where wet textiles are often 
handled, are great choices as well  The rails need to be installed 
according to safety regulations 

Can a towel warmer alone heat up a room?7

Electric towel rails consume 35–75 W depending on the mod-
el  As a result, an electric towel rail alone is not a sufficient form 
of heating, but it offers comfortable extra heat and removes 
excess moisture from the air  

What advantages does copper have as a 
material?10

We manufacture our products from high-quality copper  It is 
proven to be an excellent, durable, safe and 100% recyclable 
ecological material with which we have extensive experience  
Corrosion-resistant copper has excellent heat conductivity, 
and it is a long-lasting material that does not change over 
time  Copper has low lifecycle costs 

Where is the on/off switch of electric towel 
rail located and what does the handedness 
mean?

9

The on/off switch and cord output are at one corner of the 
towel rail  The position of the power cord must be defined 
when placing your order  With a right-hand top-foot rail that 
switch is located on the top side of the right-hand bar and the 
power cord comes from under the upper mounting flange 
on the right-hand side  Because the rail uses dry resistor 
technology and does not contain any liquid, it can be turned 
during installation so that the switch and the power cord are 
at the bottom left corner  The exceptions are models Vivo 
and Bamboo Quartet, which must be connected from the top  
Likewise, a left-hand top-foot installation is also a bottom-right 
installation  If you want to install the rail with the power cord 
straight into a power outlet, we recommend choosing the 
handedness according to the intended placement of the rail 

What is included in the towel rail package?11

The electric towel rails come with installation, operating and 
maintenance instructions and a bag of hardware that includes 
fixing screws and wall plugs  Mounting flanges are attached to 
the towel rail  The bag includes all what is required to install an 
electric towel rail to the wall apart from tools  Electric towel 
rails are always delivered equipped with a standard power cord 
of 1 3 m and are ready to use 

Can I choose the colour of my REJ Design 
towel rail?12

The standard finish of our towel rails is chrome coating or white 
epoxy powder paint (RAL 9010)  For an extra charge, you can 
order your REJ Design towel rail in different tones from the 
RAL colour chart or gilded with 24-carat gold  Please verify the 
availability of special colours before placing your order  The 
electric towel rails are always delivered equipped with a white 
standard power cord of 1 3 m  If ordered, the cord can also 
be black  The delivery time of towel rails painted in a special 
colour is a little longer than that of standard products  Check the 
delivery time upon placing your order 

What REJ Design accessories are available?13

By using functional accessories, the possibilities of the towel rail 
can easily be expanded  The drying is quick, it is always ready to 
use and does not take up any floor space  Shoe/glove hangers 
(chrome-plated steel, 2 pcs/package) help you to dry socks, 
shoes, mittens and gloves  A chrome plated Pivo shelf (models 
35, 40 or 50 depending on the towel rail connection distance/
width) can be used to store dry towels, suspend hangers, to dry 
more delicate textiles or as an additional towel rail  See more 
detailed information under accessories 

What are the advantages of dry resistor 
technology?8

A heating cable warms up the rail quickly and saves electricity  
The rail does not contain any liquid so there is no risk of 
leakage or corrosion, which means that the product last for 
a long time  The rails are ready to use, they are easy to install 
and can be turned over depending on the model and the 
chosen handedness  The rails can be plugged in from the top 
or bottom, with the exception of Vivo and Bamboo Quartet 
models  The rails represent clean, symmetrical and elegant 
design and do not have an extra resistor that would affect the 
look of the product 
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Rej-Design Oy is involved in continuous product development  For that reason, we reserve the right to make any changes 
to the product range or the products itself after the catalogue is printed, including differences due to technical reasons 
and/or possible misprints 

For the pricing and availability of special models, phone our customer service at +358 (0)9 8689 390  
The white colour on stock is semi-glossy RAL 9010  Note that other RAL colours and surface finishings are available on separate 
order and for an additional price  The tolerance of measurements is ±2%  Model illustrations are used in the catalogue 

Model Surface treatment 
options HVAC number Electric number Number of 

horizontal bars Electric resistance Total width 
(mm)

Total height 
(mm)

Total distance from 
the wall (mm) Suitability Protection 

class More information Page number

Tango EH 35744 r/t, l/b chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280080 / white 5280081 chrome 8134026 / white 8134028 4 40 W/230V 395 740 99 Power network IP 44 24

Tango EH 35744 l/t, r/b chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280082 / white 5280083 chrome 8134030 / white 8134032 4 40 W/230V 395 740 99 Power network IP 44 24

Tango EH 35130 r/t, l/b chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280070 / white 5280071 chrome 8134018 / white 8134020 7 75 W/230V 395 1300 99 Power network IP 44 24

Tango EH 35130 l/t, r/b chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280072 / white 5280073 chrome 8134022 / white 8134024 7 75 W/230V 395 1300 99 Power network IP 44 24

Tango EH 50744 r/t, l/b chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280090 / white 5280091 chrome 8134054 / white 8134056 4 60 W/230V 545 740 99 Power network IP 44 25

Tango EH 50744 l/t, r/b chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280088 / white 5280089 chrome 8134050 / white 8134052 4 60 W/230V 545 740 99 Power network IP 44 25

Tango EH 50130 r/t, l/b chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280300 / white 5280301 chrome 8134070 / white 8134072 7 75 W/230V 545 1300 99 Power network IP 44 25

Tango EH 50130 l/t, r/b chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280302 / white 5280303 chrome 8134074 / white 8134076 7 75 W/230V 545 1300 99 Power network IP 44 25

E Bamboo Quartet r/t chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280065 / white 5280066 chrome 8134010 / white 8134012 4 60 W/230V 630 665 225 Power network IP 44 27

E Bamboo Quartet l/t chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280067 / white 5280068 chrome 8134014 / white 8134016 4 60 W/230V 630 665 225 Power network IP 44 27

E Bamboo Duo 2 r/t, l/b chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280092 / white 5280093 chrome 8134058 / white 8134060 2 35 W/230V 630 355 130 Power network IP 44 27

E Bamboo Duo 2 l/t, r/b chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280094 / white 5280095 chrome 8134062 / white 8134064 2 35 W/230V 630 355 130 Power network IP 44 27

Largo EH 60404 r/t, l/b chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280332 / white 5280333 chrome 8134039  / white 8134041 4 50 W/230V 645 400 99 Power network IP 44 28

Largo EH 60404 l/t, r/b chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280334  / white 5280335 chrome 8134043 / white 8134045 4  50 W/230V 645 400 99 Power network IP 44 28

Largo EH 80404 r/t, l/b chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280308 / white 5280309 chrome 8134081 / white 8134082 4 60 W/230V 845 400 99 Power network IP 44 28

Largo EH 80404 l/t, r/b chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280310 / white 5280311 chrome 8134083 / white 8134084 4 60 W/230V 845 400 99 Power network IP 44 28

Largo EH 100606 r/t, l/b chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280312 / white 5280313 chrome 8134000 / white 8134001 6 75 W/230V 1045 600 99 Power network IP 44 29

Largo EH 100606 l/t, r/b chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280314 / white 5280315 chrome 8134003 / white 8134005 6 75 W/230V 1045 600 99 Power network IP 44 29

Largo EH 120404 r/t, l/b chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280304 / white 5280305 chrome 8134077 / white 8134078 4 75 W/230V 1245 400 99 Power network IP 44 29

Largo EH 120404 l/t, r/b chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280306 / white 5280307 chrome 8134079 / white 8134080 4 75 W/230V 1245 400 99 Power network IP 44 29

Vivo EH 20122 r/t chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280320 / white 5280321 chrome 8134015 / white 8134017 - 40 W/230V 200 1180 118 Power network IP 44 31

Vivo EH 20122 l/t chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280322 / white 5280323 chrome 8134019 / white 8134021 - 40 W/230V 200 1180 118 Power network IP 44 31

Vivo EH 40124 r/t chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280328 / white 5280329 chrome 8134031 / white 8134033 - 75 W/230V 400 1180 118 Power network IP 44 31

Vivo EH 40124 l/t chrome/white/RAL chrome 5280330 / white 5280331 chrome 8134035 / white 8134037 - 75 W/230V 400 1180 118 Power network IP 44 31

Standard power cord 
1,3 m, also available 
with a 4 m power cord 
(by order) 

Summary table
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Warmth 
brings 
joy.

Yrittäjänkatu 13
04440 Järvenpää

Tel.+358 09 8689 390
mail@rejdesign.fi

REJ-DESIGN OY
www.rejdesign.fi

Warmth is movement and energy. It’s quality and 
comfort. It’s the sense of hope and joy you get when the 
first rays of sunlight touch your skin after a long, dark 
winter. We all need warmth to live.

Finnish quality handmade 
with care and skill
REJ Design manufactures sustainable and high-quality heated towel 
rails with 65 years of expertise. Functional and aesthetic Finnish design 
ensures that our handmade towel rails add value to your everyday life 
in a timelessly elegant and practical way.


